Beautiful Scotland Registration Terms and Conditions

Beautiful Scotland is operated by Keep Scotland Beautiful, incorporated under the Companies Acts (company number SC206984, Scottish charity number SC030332) and having its registered office at 1st Floor, Glendevon House, Castle Business Park, Stirling, FK9 4TZ.

By registering for Beautiful Scotland, you and your organisation/group agree that:

- Keep Scotland Beautiful can store your contact details and share them with the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) as part of Keep Scotland Beautiful’s membership of the RHS Bloom Federation.
- Keep Scotland Beautiful can share your contact details with your group’s assigned, experienced volunteer judge(s) as part of the support available through Beautiful Scotland.
- If the online map option has been selected, Contact One’s details (email and phone number) will appear on the website, alongside the organisation/group name.
- Only content related to the purposes of Beautiful Scotland will be submitted on the online form. Inappropriate content will result in the organisation/group being removed from Beautiful Scotland.
- Any photographs submitted to Keep Scotland Beautiful must be with the prior consent of participants (or parent/guardian if under 16 years old) on the understanding that they may be used for publicity purposes by Keep Scotland Beautiful and the RHS – we will send you photo consent forms.
- The photographer maintains copyright of any submitted photographs but it is a condition of entry into Beautiful Scotland that Keep Scotland Beautiful reserves the right to reproduce them without fee for exhibition, web or other publicity purposes.
- Keep Scotland Beautiful reserves the right to publish portfolios (if created by your organisation/group) and related materials in order to share good practice with other groups, including publication on the Keep Scotland Beautiful and Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) websites.
- The Beautiful Scotland logo will only be used with prior permission from Keep Scotland Beautiful and in accordance with its guidelines.
- Keep Scotland Beautiful is not liable for any injury sustained by the organisation, group or participants; nor any loss or damage to property owned by, or in the possession of the organisation, group, or participants; nor any act, omission, negligence or fault of any person organising or participating in the activity or activities undertaken.
- Please ensure you read the Privacy Notice on our website here.